Merge Financials™

A practice management solution to automate the back office for medical
specialties including radiology, anesthesiology and pathology

With cuts to Medicare
funding for imaging
scans, bundled

Decreasing reimbursements and ever changing payor regulations generate
daunting challenges to imaging organizations.
A robust and adaptive financial system is needed to support imaging

payments and other

practices with their growth either internally or through external partnerships.

financial challenges,

Merge Financial as a competitive advantage

radiology practices
and imaging centers,
more than ever before,

Merge Financials helps reduce denials and increase collections and offers
dual coding in ICD-9 and ICD-10. Moreover, Merge Financials is very flexible
managing multiple tax identifications in one database and enabling the
creation of multiple configurable work queues to fit your organizational

need to increase

challenges. Merge Financials is also vendor agnostic and integrates with

revenue capture.

any RIS while bringing synergies with Merge RIS™.

Merge Financials

automates your back office with a billing system that improves
revenue cycle management. With Merge Financials you can...

ICD-10
ANSI-5010

Achieve shorter
days in accounts
receivable by
producing clean,
easily trackable
claims and
statements

Quickly code to
ICD-10 and ICD-9 to
submit claims in most
current ANSI formats

Merge Radiology
Solution Suite
Merge PACS™
A real-time picture archiving
communication system.
Merge RIS™
An outpatient radiology
information system designed
to meet Meaningful Use.
Merge Financials™
A practice management solution to
automate the back office.

Reduce claims
errors and improve
practice performance
reporting and
monitoring

Reduce collection
costs by improving
the efficiency of
billing staff

Track claims and
follow-up on denials
and low pays

Merge Radiology Solutions
Merge Radiology Solutions provide a suite of products for the entire
radiology business. From the modality to the front office to the back
office, Merge Radiology Solutions provide more efficient workflow,
access to archived images and the functionality to meet Meaningful Use.
Merge has been delivering Radiology Solutions for more than 20 years.
Using Merge Radiology Solutions, hospitals, imaging centers, physicians
and patients have benefitted from the efficiencies and cost savings that
come from best-of-breed imaging and information solutions.

Merge Dashboards™
An on-demand business
intelligence solution.
Merge Document Management™
A paperless office solution to store and
manage documents electronically.
Merge Referral Portal™
A web-based portal to engage
referring physicians.
Merge Patient Portal™
A web-based portal to engage patients.
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